Mastering
modernisation
Getting value from your hybrid
IT investments today so you
can transform for tomorrow

How can tech leaders
master modernisation?
Despite the world leaning on technology to keep people
connected through nearly two years of a global pandemic,
three quarters of the UK’s technology leaders admit to
being concerned about the expanding skills gap and
are struggling to keep up with the ever-changing digital
landscape. Here’s what the UK’s tech leaders told us.

Inside the mind of tech leaders

95
%
88
%

of the UK’s tech leaders believe
the importance of their role has
increased significantly since the start
of the pandemic and 91% believe
technology is driving real change

of UK tech leaders said that
technology will make them more
resilient in the period ahead

YET

60

%

fear for their future
as a leader in technology

But why all the fear?

72

%

of leaders say their
technology skills gap
has increased over
the past 12 months

57

%

of leaders feel they lack
the skills to support their
technology vision

But it’s not just a lack of skills that’s holding
them back; many organisations are also
struggling with complexity, which is impacting
their ability to deliver outstanding service.

88

%

believe that technology
is crucial to their
ongoing survival but;

66

%

of whom already think it’s
dif ficult to get the right talent
on board to accelerate their
transformation ef forts

70

%

think they’re ready to transform
but a lack of digital skills is the
missing piece of the puzzle
that’s holding them back

Complexity can make
it tough to innovate,
and that’s an issue
when modernisation is a
priority. Blending old and
new tech is still proving
a challenge for many.

73

of leaders say cloud technology
has created more complexity
to manage, not less

75

are worried that the variety
of platforms will be impossible
to manage long-term

%

%

35

%

of tech leaders strongly
agree that cloud investments
are delivering a clear return

We explored UK tech
leaders’ biggest fears, all of
which centre on security:
Securing
data

38

%

Preventing or
responding to
cyber-attacks

27

Protection
of reputation

26

%
%

Those they serve are the ones
that will ultimately suffer.
So what do tech leaders need
to do to get back on track?

And how can tech leaders meet
customer expectations in a massively
changing business environment?

Be resilient

Be relevant

Be responsive

Get back to basics:
create ‘protected foundations’
with secure infrastructure that will
provide basis for modernisation

Be more agile by driving insight and
automation, while optimising costs
along the way through a multicloud
solution that works for you

Achieve true modernisation
and better customer outcomes
by building services faster

Talk to Fujitsu to find
out how we can help
For more information visit
masteringmodernisation.com or contact us here.
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